
 

 

No experience required! 

Be the captain of your own boat. No license or experience is required. It's that simple! 

When you arrive at the base, you will be given an in-depth briefing on every aspect of your boat - from 

which knots to use to how the oven works. A staff member will go through all the controls with you until 

you are confident to enjoy the boat for the duration of your vacation. 

Briefing 

All of the waterways we travel are very easy to navigate. Plus, before you leave, our base staff will go over 

your route very carefully with you, so your only worries along the way will be which town will have the best 

breakfast! 

The locks are all part of the fun. 

It's really easy and fun! Once you lock through for the first time, it's old hat in no time! Sometimes you 

open the lock, it's automatic or there's a friendly lock keeper. Some locks have shops or museums, making 

them mini destinations where you can exchange stories with other travellers! 

Are any areas lock free? 

If you are looking for lock-free cruising head down to the Camargue in the South of France! Many other 

cruising regions have few locks, so call the Seatravel team and we will be pleased to help you. 

Do we have to operate the locks? If so, is it easy? 

Depending on the region you are in, locks may be manually operated, manned by a lock keeper, electrically 

operated or automatic, but whatever the system, the maneuvers are always much the same. 

Passing through a lock will often be a highlight of your cruise! Once you have navigated one lock you will 

find out just how simple it is. 

Where to moor? 

Boating means freedom! Generally, you can moor anywhere you want to along the public canals or 

riverways. There are some restricted and private areas, but in most cruising regions, finding free moorings 

is not a problem. You may however, prefer to moor in a public or private marina which, for a fee, offer 

facilities such as electric hook-ups, water refill, showers, snacks... 



Where to moor & how much does it cost ? 

In some area you could moor in the nature thanks to the roles and spikes provided. 

If you want more comfort , you could also moor on private marinas. Berthing fees , often include services 

like electricity & water and vary from location to locatio (few euros)n, if you stop at one of our bases along 

the way, then there is no charge. 

Fully equiped boats and support when you need it! 

Whenever you are cruising with Seatravel and our partners, you are hiring peace of mind. All our boats are 

fully equipped and maintained to the highest standard. Our Staff our always on hand to offer any support, 

should you need it, so you can relax and enjoy your cruise in confidence! 

What happens if the boat breaks down ? 

In case of an emergency, you will be able to contact one of the base team on opening hours and we will 

respond immediately. In the unlikely event that you have a problem with your boat, we will do our best to 

send an engineer to you within four hours of your call. If your boat is considered to be unusable for more 

than half a day you will be offered compensation based on the daily rent fee. 

What's included in the price? 

• rent of the boat and its equipment • A fully equipped galley (kitchen) with all the utensils and appliances 

you would expect • Towels and linen for all passengers • A boat handling demo • Technical support • On-

board cruising information • Lock fees (except in Ireland & Holland) 

Are life jackets provided ? 

Life jackets are supplied and safety rings are attached to every boat. We also recommend children to wear 

their lifejackets while cruising. 

What should I bring with me ? 

We recommend that you take some form of non-slip footwear such as boat shoes, a pair of gloves, and also 

that you bring small travel suitcases as these will be easier to store on the boat. 

You can bring food with you if you wish, although most bases have a supermarket close by, easily accessible 

by car. 

Is fishing allowed ? 

Fishing enthusiasts will have the time of their lives on the rivers so bring your rods and don’t forget your 

fishing licence! Licences can be purchased from local shops for the duration of your cruise. Click here fore 

more information on our fishing page. 

 

 



Is it possible to rent bikes ? How do you lock them ? 

Yes, we have a brand new range of lightweight, 24-gear cross country bikes, minibikes for gentle 

excursions, children’s bikes, trailer bikes and children’s bike seats. Helmets can also be purchased from the 

base. We recommend you take at least two bikes per boat and it is advisable to reserve them in advance. 

All bikes are provided with a lock. Depending on the model, you could lock them on the sundeck, on the 

front or on the back of your boat. For security & comfort reasson, we recommend you to always lock the 

bike while cruising and to not over-fill your boats with too many bikes. 

Can I take my dogs on vacation ? 

Yes of course you can, there will be an additional fee.. We recommend that you don't take any more than 2 

dogs per boat. 

What time can I collect and return the boat? 

Normal collection time is between 4pm and 5pm and return time is by 9am on the final day. 

We recommend you to arrive at the base between 2pm & 3pm to get the briefing & instructions. If you 

want to cruise few hours more on your departure and/or end day, you could book an Early Checkin and/or 

Late check out. 

What type of car parking is available ? 

Most of our bases have open-air locked parking facilities and/or garage in supplement. 

How many hours should I cruise each day ? 

Generally cruising 4-5 hours a day will ensure you see a lot of the region as well as keep the boat’s batteries 

well charged. However, there’s no need to set yourself rigid targets – cruise as the mood takes you and 

explore the countryside and see the sights at your leisure. 

Is there electricity & internet on board ? 

All boats are equipped with a 12 volt cigarette lighter (the same as a car) which can be used to plug in your 

adapter lead for a mobile phone or any other low power equipment with the appropriate connection. 

Should I refill the fuel & water ? 

Yes & no. 

Fuel : Your boat is provided with a full fuel tank which is covering 8-10 days of cruise. A fuel deposit is 

required at the start of your cruise & the balance with your real consumption will be made at your arrival. 

Water : The water tank is covering 2-3 days of normal use (shower, cleaning, drinking). You will have to 

refill in water by stopping at the marinas along the canal/river. This service is often charge by the marina 

(few euros) 


